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family house which this is. The apartment has a mezzanine at the first floor and it can be accessed from a seperate entrance of the
house. . . . Also bear in mind the house is an apartment ( not a mansion ) but if you are looking for a bigger house ( or even a bigger
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A: You can use ^(?=.*camtasia.*)|(? base::TimeDelta load_time_delta = base::TimeDelta::FromSeconds(300); // The recovery period must
be longer than the period where the // mutex is held. base::TimeDelta recovery_time_delta = load_time_delta -

load_time_delta.InSecondsSince(start_time) - load_time_delta.InMilliseconds(); EXPECT_EQ(::base::TimeDelta(), recovery_time_delta); } }
// Although the two calls to GetOnImeLoadTime may return before the // ime_load_time has been set (due to the non-blocking read), the

whole // sequence should still succeed. { base::TimeTicks start_time = base::TimeTicks::Now(); base::TimeTicks ime_load_time =
ime_loader_->GetOnImeLoadTime(); base::TimeTicks load_time = ime_loader_->GetOnLoadStartTime(); d0c515b9f4

A: Since your code works fine for uppercase, and lower case letters, you can just modify the below code to use all upper and lower case
letters in the.first() and.last() methods. the below should work import re teststring = "The Cat in the Hat 'eats' a Lot of Growluns. The

dog's name is Chance. (inventive test input)" inputstring = teststring.lower() s = re.findall(r'\w*' + inputstring + r'\w*', teststring) print s
#['The Cat in the Hat', 'eats', 'a', 'Lot', 'of', 'Growluns', 'The', 'dog','s', 'name', 'is', 'Chance', '.', '(', 'inventive', 'test', 'input', ')'] for result in
s: s = s.replace("'", "") s = s.replace(":", "") s = s.replace(".",",") s = s.replace(",","") s = s.replace(",","") s = s.replace("") print s output:
('The Cat in the Hat', 'eats', 'a', 'Lot', 'of', 'Growluns', 'The', 'dog','s', 'name', 'is', 'Chance', '.', '(', 'inventive', 'test', 'input', ')') 'The Cat in

the Hat', 'eats', 'a', 'Lot', 'of', 'Growluns', 'The', 'dog','s', 'name', 'is', 'Chance', '.', '(', 'inventive', 'test', 'input', ')' 'The Cat in the Hat', 'eats',
'a', 'Lot', 'of', 'Growluns', 'The', 'dog','s', 'name', 'is', 'Chance', '.', '(', 'inventive', 'test', 'input', ')') 'The Cat in the Hat', 'eats', 'a', 'Lot', 'of',

'Growluns', 'The',
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